
Content Vocabulary (MC + R&W) Grammar Reading Listening & Speaking Writing (Optional) Content Vocabulary Reading  Writing 

1  (03-

07Feb.)

ENGLISH FILE INT

5A, 5B, PE 

arena, beat, captain, circuit, coach, course, court, crowd, draw, eliminate, fan, get fit, get 

injured, gym, knock out, lose, pitch, player, pool, referee, send off, slope, spectator,  sports 

hall, stadium, tai-chi, team, track, train, umpire, warm up, win, work out, yoga, be together, 

become friends, break up, classmate, close friend, colleague, couple, dump, fall out with, 

fancy, fiancee, flatmate, get in touch, get married, geet on, get to know, go out together, 

have a crush on, have something in common, lose touch, mate, meet, partner, propose, 

romantic, split up, audition, award, barrier, candle, commuter, cute, exceptionally, fate, find 

the courage, lane, likely, lucky charm, opera, operatoe, tollbooth, traffic cone, ritual, shift, 

shoelaces, short cut, superstition, sweat, thruway, title, winner, anecdote, celebrity, cheat, 

forum, protest, recover, unpopular, wax, well-paid, automatically,, access, assist, benefit, 

blame, connection, decrease, error, estimate, eventually, frustrated, furious, install, interact, 

on hold, provide, scan

usually and used to

used to & would

Reading for orientation (scanning 

longer texts in order to locate 

desired information, and gather 

information from different parts of 

a text)

Overall listening comprehension

Listening to radio audio & 

recordings

Informal discussion (with friends)

Information exchange

X

                                                                     

Q SKILLS                            READING 

& WRITING 3            UNIT 2

at risk, balanced, be made up of, 

concept, consume, cuisine,idenitfy, 

influence, likely, method, portion, 

practice, principle, property, recognize, 

region, sensitive, system, typically 

Identify the author's purpose for writing a 

text

Preview text using a variety of strategies

Read for main ideas

Read for details

2  (10-14 

Feb.)

ENGLISH FILE PRE-

INT

  6A, 6B, RC

action film. Adaption, animation, audience, based on, be on, cast, comedy, direct, drama, 

dub, extra, film on location, funny, historical film, horror film, musical, play the part of, 

plot, review, rom-com,, scary, science fiction, script, sequel, shot on location, special 

effects, star, studio, subtitles, thriller, translation, violent, bite, clap, kick, knees, lips, 

mouth, neck, nod, point, smell, smile, strare, stomach, taste, throw, toes, tongue, whistle, 

academic, alley, architect, aristocratic, belief, consultant, dye, essential, , ezhibition, 

functional, homeless, identify, inhabit, institution, intellectual, judge, respectable, response, 

servant, setting, spectacular, take yourself too seriously, transform, webcam, well-known 

person, wounded, young and carefree, your other half, caricature, dominant, ecapist, 

gangster, go viral, ID card, identifiable, interpreter, metropolis, pen-name, persist, 

prehistoric, rigid, tomb, underdog, visual projection, vitally, worldly, approximately, 

cooperation, cover, decade, develop, epidemic, extremely, infect, mass, outbreak, 

quarantine, related to, risk strategy, severe, symptom, take steps, track, vaccination, virus

passives (all tenses)

modals of deduction: might, can't, 

must

modals for past speculation

Overall reading comprehension

Reading for orientation

Overall listening comprehension

Note-taking from a lecture

Understanding interaction between 

native speakers

Writing a review of a film Extra material 

Introduction to essay

Identify the thesis statement, Linking 

words, Transition Signals              

Identify Essay Organization                      

Writing thesis statement, introductory 

paragraph, body paragraph and concluding 

paragraph 

3 (17-21 

Feb.)

ENGLISH FILE INT

 7A,7B, PE

behave, boarding, bring up, compulsory, expel, fail, graduate, head teacher, kindergarten, 

nun, nursery, pass, priest, punish, pupils, religious, results, revise, semester, state, study, 

term, balcony, basement, ceiling, chimney, cosy, east coast, entrance, fireplace, gate, ground 

floor, light, made of stone, modern, open fire, outskirts, path, patio, roof, spacious, steps, 

suburbs, terrace, top floor, wooden floors, accomplished, adore, bookcase, competition, 

compose, co-operate, determined, excel, expect, extraordinary, fault, forbidden, immigrant, 

motivated, mystery, optional, orchestra, overlook, perform, plain, property, punishment, 

push, remain, resent, strict, tower, choirmaster, controversy, cord, eco-friendly, genius, hi-

tech, misison, parenting, prestigious, prodigy, pushy, relativity, take up, unless, until

first conditional and future time 

clauses + when, until, etc.

second conditional

wish (present) 

Note taking from reading

Overall reading comprehension

Reading for information and 

argument

 Writing a description of your house or 

flat for a house rental website

                Q SKILLS READING & 

WRITING 3            UNIT 3

Reading Part

benefit, confession, data, discover, 

experiment, eventually, lifestlye, 

limitation, manufacturer, obey, obstacle, 

occasion, occur, rare, regret, respond, 

sense, survive

Activate schema with photos/pictures

Use glosses and footnotes to aid 

comprehension

Read and recognize different text types

.

4 (24-28 

Feb.)

ENGLISH FILE INT

8A,8B, RC

achieve, agree, argue, attach, choose, compensate, complain, deliver, demonstrate, explain, 

lose, respond, sell, succeed, application, apply for, be fired, farmer, overtime, permanent, 

pharmacist, promote, promotion, qualifications, redundant, resign, retire, sack, self-

employed, temporary, training course, translator, unemployed, well-qualified, analytical, 

bear, chemist, compensate, complimentary, crazy, enthusiastic, entrepreneur, express 

oneself, faulty, flattery, hesitate, humorous, impressive, inspect, instinct, lose your temper, 

make it clear, marketing, mental note, profitable, calculation, convinced, countless, courier, 

den, empty-handed, hopeless, imagine, initiative, lobby, theoretical, veil, worthless, in 

contrast, nevertheless, previously, moreover

reported speech: sentences and 

questions

gerunds and infinitive

Note taking from reading

Overall reading comprehension

Reading for information and 

argument

Summarising (Listening)

Overall spoken production

Listening to radio audio and 

recordings  
Writing a covering email with 

your CV

Q SKILLS                            READING 

& WRITING 3            UNIT 4

Writing Part Exc:97-99

+

Introduction to Essay Excercies

anticipation, broadcasting, critic, 

dissatisfaction, donation, exposure, 

happiness, relationship, appear, claim, 

entertain, hire, support, come close to, 

figure out, annoying, annual, appealing, 

colorful, deceptive, distrustful, 

memorable, paiınful, surrounding, 

certainly, messy, particularly, recently, 

unpredictablee

Read and gather information and ideas                                         

Distinguish facts from opinions   Read 

for main ideas

Read for details 

5 (2-6 

March)

ENGLISH FILE INT

9A, 9B, PE

care, careful, careless, comfort, fortunate, unfortunately, patience, impatient, luck, adaptor, 

desperate, disconnect, headphones, hits, inspector, install, keyboard, memory stick, mistake, 

owner, phone charger, plug, relevant, remote control, rescue, screen, socket, solution, 

unplug, upset, USB cable, volume, angel, boot, common sense, elite, hitchike, interruption, 

irritation, obscure, phone box, preset, shiver, tank, tutor, vital, willpower

third conditional 

quantifiers

seperable phrasal verbs

wish past

Overall reading comprehension

Reading for information and 

argument

Reading for orientation

Note taking from listening

Listening and answering specific 

questions

Informal discussion

Overall spoken interaciton

Writing a magazine article about the 

advantages and disadvantages of 

smartphones

Extra Material Intr. To Essay Exercises

2019-2020 ACADEMIC YEAR 

SYLLABUS FOR PERIOD 3 (B GROUPS)

WEEK 
MAIN COURSE READING & WRITING



6 (9-13 

March)

ENGLISH FILE INT

10A, 10B, RC

accused, admire, adopt, alibi, case, commit, court, defence, deliberately, expression, guilty, 

icon, ideal, identity, importance, intend, investigation, launch, mistaken, murder, prisoner, 

prosecution, prove, remarkable, room-mate, sensation, solve, suspect, transfer, trial, 

unsolved, victim, witness, abolish, acquit, bloodshot, brutal, considerable, cross-examine, 

dazed, dock, eyesight, foggy, founder, honesty, iconic, kindness, lamplight, landmark, 

malice, merchant, monochrome, moonlight, novel, plead, powerless, silhouette, silicon, 

slight, spectacles, terrorize, tribute, well-built

relative clauses: defining and non-

defining

question tags

Overall reading comprehension

Reading for information and 

argument

Reading for orientation

Listening to radio audio and 

recordings  

Overall spoken interaction

Information exchange

Asking for clarification                                                                                                                     

Note-taking from Listening 

Writing a biography of an interesting or 

successful person you know about

Extra material 

Opinion essay

Gathering information and ideas to write an 

opinion essay and practise.  

7 (16-20 

March)

ENGLISH FILE UPPER-

INT

1A, 1B

absent- minded, approach, arrogant, bizarre, candidate, context, cruel, deadly, demanding, 

despise, easy-going, essentially, estate agent, extreme, good-tempered, horizontal, I wonder, 

intonation, laid-back, legible, narrow-minded, odd, open-minded, pretty, rather, react, 

recruitment agency, rub, specialist, stable, star, vegan,  weird, astrology, backyard, crush, 

dinosaur, flustered, go clubbing, ,flustered, overuse, paranormal, psychic, self-centred, 

signature, spooky, strong-willed, tight-fisted, two-faced, whip, job seeker, think on one's 

feet, flapping , bad tempered, laid-back

                                                                                       

compulsory, ongoing discussion, economic benefits, obvious, tuition, knowledgeable     

Question formation

Auxilary verbs; the …the+ 

comparatives

Scanning longer texts in order to 

locate desired information

Reading for details

Brainstorming on the text

Guessing the meaning of new 

words and phrases from the text

Reading for information & 

argument

Listening for details  

Oral production by sharing 

experience, interaction with 

friends

Interviewing and being 

interviewed

Making short presentations

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

X

WRITING PORTFOLIO    Task:Write an opinion essay about 

advertising by thinking about the unit 

question 'Does advertiisng help or harm 

us?'  or about an extra given topic.

8 (23-27 

March)

ENGLISH FILE UPPER- 

INT

2A, 2B, RC

ache, allergic reaction, antibiotic, antihistamine, antiseptie cream, be sick, bleed, blister, 

(high/low) blood pressure, burn, choke, cold, come round, cough,  cut, diarrhoea, dizzy, 

earache, faint, flu, food poisoning, get over, headache, hurt, ice, infection, lie down, lose 

consciousness, painkiller, pass out, plaster rash, recover, sneeze, sore throat, spill, spin, 

sprain, stitches, stomach ache, sunburn, swallow, swell, tablet, temperature, throw up, 

toothachen, twist, unconscious, vomit, allow, alternative remedy, bacteria, blind, blood test, 

break down, cholesterol, contact lenses, damage, deaf, deal with, diagnosis, false teeth, first 

aid, go through, grey wig, heart rate, hidden, injection, life-threatening, medical, medicine, 

miracle cure, mouth ulcer, operation, paracetamol, pulse, recommend, role, surgery, 

sympton, treat, typical, under the weather, virus, wound, wrinkled, actually, adventurous, 

apart from, assume, ban, blazer, chinos, cloth, clumsy, confession, conform,consolation, 

cover, create, cyberchondriac, develop, discriminate, documentary, elderly, exist, fare,harm, 

herbal, hypochondriac, ignorant, ignore, impossible,involve, lean, painful, pensioner, 

preparation, refer, related, remove, sufficiently, 

support,trick,tumour,unenthusiastic,vain,vulnerable, trade,wine     

globalization, impact, function

Present Perfect Simple and 

continuous

Using adjectives as nouns, 

adjective order 

Guessing meaning from the 

context

Scanning longer texts in order to 

locate desired information, and 

gather information from different 

parts of a text

Reading for gist and details

Predicting about the text from 

visuals

Listening to radio/audio 

recordings and answering specific 

questions

Group discussion

Overall spoken interaction 

Writing an informal email.

(an email  to a friend explaining that 

you haven't been well, and saying what 

you've been doing recently.)

REVISION


